Risk analysis for chemical hazards in meat and poultry production – 3

by Dr Bob Mitchell, consultant to the food sector, UK.

As we saw in the previous articles, the psychological attributes of how different people can perceive risks in vastly different ways creates the need for an agreed scientific approach based on authoritative sources of information to provide a transparent evidence based food safety system.

Finding information on actual incidents involving chemical hazards is more difficult than for biological hazards because:

- The health effects are generally not acute and are not readily visible unless one is dealing with deliberate poisoning, for example arsenic in foods or exceptional incidents with very high levels of toxic compounds, for example mercury in fish.
- People are exposed over extended periods of time. The effects are chronic and so it can take a long time for them to appear, for example cancer; or they can be difficult to define, for example behavioural problems.
- People tend to be exposed to chemical hazards through their total diet and not just some specific commodities.
- Chemicals are not consumed in isolation but in combination with many others. The health ramifications of this ‘cocktail effect’ are difficult to determine and are still the subject of much scientific debate. These and other factors make detection of chemical incidents and their epidemiological investigation very difficult.

### Hazard potential

All foods are composed entirely of chemicals. This article will consider only those chemicals that have the potential to produce a hazard to human health.

Generally, they will be present only at very low levels and will have been added to perform a specific function; will arise naturally in the food; or accidently contaminate it during production, processing, packaging or storage.

There are potentially thousands of additives and contaminants in foods. It is impossible to cover them all in this article. Instead the main generic types will be briefly touched upon with detail being reserved for those that have recently been associated with meat and poultry products. Basically, there are only two types of chemical hazard in food – additives and contaminants.

The distinction between them is simple – an additive is anything that is legally deliberately added to a food (usually to perform a specific function) while a contaminant is anything that is not.

### Additives

Food additives are used to modify the colour, flavour, shelf life or other attributes of foods. Some additives have been used for centuries, generally to preserve otherwise perishable foods.

Strictly speaking, additives are not hazards if they are used in foods at the levels described in legislation.

They are subject to strict regulatory control and require some form of government approval determining the level they can be used and in which foods they are permitted.

Labelling regulations permit consumers to make an informed choice over whether they want to eat foods containing additives or not.

In the European Union every additive is assigned a unique identification number (E number) in order to permit regulatory control, assist labelling and allow consumers to make an informed choice (see Table 1).

Every food additive should have an E number, whether or not it is permitted for use. The Codex General Standard for Food Additives is the de facto international standard for the safety of additives in food and their place in international trade.

Only those additives that are regarded as ‘safe’ are approved for use in foods in the EU.

Therefore, for the purposes of risk assessment and risk management it is a reasonable assumption that any additive currently approved for use in foods by the EU is ‘safe’ for use in the foods and at the levels stated in the legislation.

In the European Union, additives have to fulfil a number of criteria before they can be approved for use in foods.


### Contaminants

A contaminant is anything that is not deliberately added to the food (or is deliberately added illegally). It can arise from a range of sources:

- During cooking or processing.
- From the use of pesticides.
- From drugs used to treat the animal.
- From packaging materials in contact with the food.
- From natural toxins present in feed.
- From the environment due to industrial activity, the natural environment or from deliberate or accidental release of radioactive materials.
- Addition of an illegal substance for the purposes of fraud.

Council Regulation (EEC) No 315/93 lays down community procedures for the regul...
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Pesticides are used in agriculture to prevent weeds, insects or fungi adversely affecting the yield or quality of agricultural crops either during production or during storage. Pesticides have the potential to appear in meat and meat products when animals have eaten animal feeds made from crops that contained them. Regulation (EC) No 396/2005 covers maximum residue levels of pesticides in or on food and feed of plant and animal origin. The EU has a searchable database for permitted levels of pesticides in food.

- **Heavy metals**
  Heavy metals are found naturally in the Earth’s crust. Excessive levels of heavy metals can be harmful to living organisms. Examples include arsenic, cadmium, copper, lead, mercury and tin.

- **Dioxins**
  Dioxins are pervasive worldwide environmental pollutants found in soils, sediments and food, especially dairy products, meat, fish and shellfish. They cause a wide variety of toxic effects and are carcinogenic in humans. Health effects can be observed for years after the initial exposure. Intoxications can be acute or chronic depending on the toxic dose ingested and the time of exposure.
  In 2008, the European Food Safety Authority used Quantitative Risk Assessment to determine the risks for public health due to the presence of dioxins in pork from Ireland.

- **Radionuclides**
  A radionuclide is an atom with an unstable nucleus that undergoes radioactive decay and emits gamma rays and subatomic particles. If radionuclides are released into the environment through accident or poor disposal, they can potentially cause harmful effects of radioactive contamination.
  Commission Regulation (Euratom) No. 770/90 lays down the maximum permitted levels of radioactive contamination of feedstuffs following a nuclear accident or any other cases of radiological emergency. The regulations were drafted in response to the Chernobyl Incident of 1986, and apply equally well to the more recent nuclear station incident in Japan.

- **Veterinary residues**
  Veterinary residues arise in meats from medicines or other substances administered to the animal in order to treat or prevent disease, encourage growth or control fertility.
  Commission Regulation 37/2010 lists Maximum Residual Limits for veterinary residues in foods as well as listing those which are banned.
  The Codex Alimentarius Commission has a searchable database for veterinary residues in food.

- **Pesticide residues**
  Pesticides are used in agriculture to prevent weeds, insects or fungi adversely affecting the yield or quality of agricultural crops either during production or during storage. Pesticides have the potential to appear in meat and meat products when animals have eaten animal feeds made from crops that contained them. Regulation (EC) No 396/2005 covers maximum residue levels of pesticides in or on food and feed of plant and animal origin. The EU has a searchable database for permitted levels of pesticides in food.

- **DDT**
  DDT is not metabolised very rapidly by animals; instead, it is deposited and stored in the fatty tissues. The biological half-life of DDT is about eight years; that is, it takes about eight years for an animal to metabolise half of the amount it assimilates. If ingestion continues at a steady rate, DDT builds up within the animal over time.
  The use of DDT was banned worldwide in 2004 apart from control of vectors such as malaria carrying mosquitoes.

- **Cooking and processing contaminants**
  These can occur via a number of pathways, often by accident. Examples include leakage of machine lubricants and coolants; misuse of cleaning fluids or other chemicals; and absorption from copper or aluminium utensils.
  Many chemical contaminants are formed during the combustion of fuel both in the smoking and in the direct drying process. Examples include polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, dioxins, formaldehyde, nitrogen and sulphur oxides.

- **Mycotoxins**
  Mycotoxins are natural products synthesised by filamentous fungi that cause a toxic response when ingested. At least 20 mycotoxins occur naturally in foods and feeds at significant levels and frequency to be of a food safety concern. Human intake of mycotoxins occurs mainly from plant-based foods and from animal-derived foods such as milk, cheese and certain fermented meat products.
  Maximum levels for mycotoxins in foods are listed in Commission Regulation (EC) No 1881/2006.

- **Melamine**
  Melamine is a chemical compound that has a number of industrial uses but can be illegally added to inflate the apparent protein content of food products.
  There are no approved direct food uses for melamine in any country. In 2010 the European Food Safety Authority published a detailed Quantitative Risk Assessment for melamine levels in food.
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**Details of authoritative sources of information are available from the author on request.**
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